In ATM networks, the purpose of connection admission control is to decide if allowing a new connection into the network violates a quality of service measure, such as the cell loss probability. Testing the algorithms that perform connection admission control is difficult because of the complexity of the ATM switches, the low cell loss probabilities required by ATM networks, and the unwieldiness of matching statistical models of the traffic entering the network t o the connection traffic descriptors used by the call admission control algorithm. In this paper, instead of using statistical traffic models, we describe the traffic entering the network by the connection traffic descriptors standardized by the ATM Forum. We develop a simulation model for estimating the cell loss probability, derive upper and lower bounds on the cell loss probability, use importance sampling to increase the efficiency of the simulation, and find an analytical solution for the improvement in simulation efficiency. For the examples considered here, we obtained 3 t o 9 orders of magnitude improvement in efficiency compared t o conventional Monte Carlo simulation.
Introduction
The purpose of Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithms in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks is to decide in real time whether a new connection can be admitted into the network without violating Quality of Service (QoS) measures, such as the cell loss probability, for the new connection or the existing connections. The decisions made by the CAC algorithm in implementing a given CAC policy are specific to each ATM switch design, and are also used in the negotiation of the connection traffic descriptors and the QoS measures that result in the traffic contract between the user and the network [l] . The complexity of the ATM switches, the low cell loss probabilities required by ATM networks to and the unwieldiness of matching statistical traffic models to the connection traffic descriptors used by the CAC algorithm combine to make testing of CAC algorithms difficult.
Simple, approximate CAC algorithms must be used in actual ATM networks to perform, in real time, the negotiation and decision functions. However, some method of testing CAC algorithms is necessary to verify that the resulting CAC decisions are correct, or at least conservative.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation can be used to obtain accurate estimates of performance measures of complex ATM switches, ). By carefully choosing the modification or bias of the underlying probability measures, large speed-up factors in simulation run time can be obtained.
Most commonly, statistical traffic models have been used in the analysis and simulation of ATM switches and networks. These statistical traffic models have become increasingly accurate, but they have also become more complicated and therefore less tractable to analysis. In addition, it is difficult to establish a relationship between the parameters of the statistical tralAic models and the connection traffic descriptors used by the CAC algorithm. 131 We overcome this problem by characterizing the traffic cntering the ATM network using the connection traffic descriptors standardized by the ATM Forum [l] . Using traffic descriptors in the analysis of a performance measure is called the operational approach in [4] , and the resulting simulation model is considerably different from the simulation model resulting from the statistical approach. The operational approach has been previously considered in [4]- [7] , where all of the methods cited used analysis to determine approximations or upper bounds of the cell loss probability. However, the low cell loss probabilities which are of interest were not determined for any of the methods cited, and the connection traffic descriptors standardized by the ATM Forum were not used.
In this paper, we first describe a simulation model using the ATM Foruni standardized connection traffic descriptors to characterize the traffic entering the network. We then show how IS is applied to this simulation model, including an analytical solution for the improvement in simulation efficiency, and derive upper and lower bounds on the cell loss probability. For the examples we consider, our method results in 3 to 9 orders of magnitude increase in efficiency compared to the conventional MC simulation used to estimate the cell loss probability due to buffer overflow.
Systeiii Descripthi

Connectioii Traffic Descriptors
We characterize a connection requesting admission into the ATM network by the following connection traffic descriptors standardized by tlie ATM Forum User-Network Interface Specifi- 
ATM Switch
The model of the ATM switch considered here is shown in Figure 1 . The ATM switch has N p input ports, and each connection in the network routed by the shared bus to the output cell buffer of one of the N p output ports is described by the same 
Simulation Model
Our goal is to determine the cell loss probability due to output cell buffer overflow resulting from the worst-case UPC compliant traffic conditions for a given set of connection traffic descriptors as a function of the number of connections in the network. The worst-case arrival condition which is still compliant according to the UPC is when the traffic enters the network at the peak rate, i, such that the maximum burst length of B cells is generated. The CAC algorithm must consider this worst-case arrival condition in determining whether or not a QoS measure for cell loss probability is violated by admitting a new connection into the network.
We consider only homogeneous connection traffic in the network, that is, all N c connections in the network which are being routed through one of the N p buffers of size K and service rate ji have identical (fi, 5, B)-triplets. We assume uniform traffic routing through each of the N p buffers. We also assume that the buffer is initially empty, since the steady-state behavior is equivalent whether it is reached by starting N + 1 connections with an empty buffer, or by adding an additional connection to the existing N connections and a non-empty buffer.
We operate with a slotted-time simulation model where an arrival slot is the amount of time that one cell takes to arrive.
The period of the busy/idle cycle of the arriving traffic, T, is the time in arrival slots that the B length cell burst at the peak rate must be averaged over so that the sustained rate, 3, is not When N < N c input ports are active, we make the worst-case assumption that the cells of the active ports occupy the first N of N c service slots. We assume that each connection occupies every service slot position with equal probability so that the average cell loss probability is equal for all connections.
The effective service rate, p , of the server is Define the cell loss ratio (CLR) or cell loss probability, P C L , due to output cell buffer overflow as The exhaustive method of determining P C L is to sum the cell losses over the entire set V. A simplification is to fix one of the connections at the beginning of a period because the gj are translationly invariant from this reference point, resulting in (6) where IcL is the binary indicator function of a cell loss in a service slot and ir indexes the starting-slot of the B length cell burst of the I-th connection. However, for even small values of T and N c , the exponential order of complexity of (6), 0 ( N c T N C ) , quickly becomes unmanageable. 4 
Monte Carlo Formulation
The exhaustive method of determining PcL is intractable if Vis large, so we use MC simulation to estimate PCL by randomly selecting NO of the gj out of V and forming the estimate We are estimating the numerator in (7), the average number of cell losses per TSS.
We can rewrite In order to determine the confidence interval of P c L , the MC simulation we consider actually estimates iicL and therefore PcL by independently drawing Ns sets of N R g3 out of the set V.
Let the estimate of PcL corresponding to the i-th of the N s sets be P C L , , where i = 1 , . . . , N s , so that the overall estimate of PcL is the sample mean
We estimate the variance of PcL by the sample variance We do not assume a normal distribution for the confidence interval, but use the method found in [9] , which determined that the confidence interval of a weighted sum of individual multinomial probabilities follows a x2 distribution. Using the x2 distribution results in wider confidence intervals than using the normal distribution, but because we have used the multivalued indicator functions in (8) , rather than the binary indicator function in (7), we have independence between cell loss events. This is critical since cell loss events occur in a bursty fashion, which makes the binomial random variable represented by the binary indicator function correlated [8] .
Deterministic Behavior
The randomness in the simulation model is found in the position of the connection starting-slots. However, once the xj has been drawn, the simulation model behaves deterministically. We exploit this deterministic behavior to provide some increase in simulation efficiency without using IS. This speed-up is achieved by observing that we are able to detect the onset of the steadystate and that the system exhibits predictable behavior in the mechanism that causes cell losses, allowing us to anticipate if a cell loss is going to occur for a given gJ. We need only observe the buffer size for three periods to determine whether or not a cell loss occurs.
Worst-case Behavior
The g3 that results in Lmax cell losses in a TSS corresponds to the case where all the connections start in the same arrival slot. Fixing one connection to start at the beginning of a perio'd, we define this case as the aligned at zero (AAZ) case. Therefore,
where Lzl is the floor operation.
a cell loss requires that BNcmi, > K + B p , or
The minimum number of connections, Ncmi,, that result in where 1. 1 is the ceiling operation. For N c < Ncmin, cell losses at the buffer can never occur. A cell loss is guaranteed a priori when the sum of the average rates of all the connections is greater than the available service, or X N c > p. Therefore, the number of connections, Nc,, required to guarantee a cell loss at the buffer is 5 
Efflcient Siniulation Using Importance Sampling
The basic notion behind IS is to modify or bias the original joint probability density function (pdf) for the connection starting-slot vectors, f~( g ) , to a new joint pdf, f G ( g ) , that reduces the variance of the estimate of P G~, while weightiing each cell loss event so that p;L remains an unbiased estima.te of PCL. The only required condition on the joint pdf fG(g) is that f;(g) > 0 when McL (g3 E V~L )
> 0, where V&, c V is the subset of xJ which cause a cell loss. The joint pdf fv(2) we consider here is the product of i.i.d. uniform pdfs.
The key to using IS is knowing how to bias the pdf fv(g). A necessary condition for a good bias scheme is that the number of cell losses that occur must be increased. We use a priori information about how cell losses occur to arrive at the biased joint pdf by reducing the support of the unbiased joint pdf.
Theory
There exists a set VGL of gJ that cause cell losses, thus
IS is applied by reducing the sampled set of from IVI to IV*I < IVI such that all of the non-zero cell loss events are The relationship between pcLi and pELj is based on the weight function or likelihood ratio, W = lV*l/lVl, so that Therefore, IS implicitly biases P C L ; to p E L i .
that found without using IS.
The cell loss probability found using IS, P:,, is the same as
The variance of PGL is
Application
For a given number of connections, we can determine the number of arrival slots c from the connection fixed to start at the beginning of a period so that a cell loss does not occur if way, and correct for this by replacing the correct number of cell losses using PcL (Ncmin).
Improvement in Simulation Efficiency Using IS
The improvement in simulation efficiency, Rue,, that results from using IS describes the factor by which an IS estimator is more accurate than a conventional MC estimator for a fixed sample size, or, equivalently, how many fewer gj must be simulated to obtain a given accuracy. The value of Rnet is found analytically by taking the ratio of the variances n2 (PCL) and U' (PGL) from (5) and (19), respectively.
As PcL + 0, a lower bound on the improvement, R,,t, is
Bounds on the Cell Loss Probability
The distance cmin can be used to derive an upper bound for PcL for Ncmi, connections by assuming that L,,, cell losses from (12) occur whenever one or more cell losses occur. For at least one cell loss to occur, all Ncmin connections must start within cmin arrival slots of each other. There will be c,i,+l cases where this can occur within imin arrival slots. If we assume that one connection is fixed to start at the beginning of a period, the probability of the remaining Ncmin -1 connections starting within cmin arrival slots of each other is (cm,n/T)Ncmin-l. Therefore an upper bound for POL is P (any cell loss) L,,,
For the examples considered later, the upper bound in (26) is one or two orders of magnitude high.
An upper bound for PCL for N c ,~, +~ connections can be derived using the same method used to find PcL (NC,~,+~) in (23), except that we substitute the bounds into (23) rather than the estimates. We upper bound PCL (imin+l) using (26) and use PCL (Nc,,,) in ( 2 3 ) for PcL (Nc,,,) so that PCL (~c , , , +~) = PCL ( i m i n t l ) (27) Table 2 , which are substituted into the appropriate equations in Table 1 to find the derived simulation parameters shown in Table 2 . The PcL estimates for some of the examples that could be simulated are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . For each performance curve, the bottom two points were obtained by simulation using IS, and the remaining points were obtained by conventional MC simulation. The accuracy of the conventional MC estimates is measured using the precision, Table 3 . We use zero as the lower confidence interval when the x2 distribution gives negative values for the lower confidence interval, such as in system 2, because the examples we considered Figure 4 : Cell loss probability as a function of the number of connections for system 9. are capable of large values for the degrees of freedom, Foit the systems where we were unable to generate complete performance curves, we give the upper bound for PcL for Nc,,,, and N C , ,~+~ connections. For systems 1 and 6 where c,,, = 0, the exact value of P C L for Nc,,, connections can be determined using (29).
Two types of discontinuities occur in the performance curves.
For N c < Nc,,,,, P C L = 0. The downward pointing arrow at the bottom of each performance curve is meant to signify that PcL is zero below Nc,,, connections. This is an important result because the CAC algorithm can quickly determine that a new connection can be admitted to the network since no cell losses will occur, thus satisfying any QoS standard. The guaranteed cell loss condition in (14) also creates a discontinuity in that there is a point on the curve where a 'jump' in PcL is possible. Such a discontinuity is noticeable for system 9 in Figure 4 , where we see a jump of 5 orders of magnitude in PCL between N c = 12 and N c = 13 connections.
For systems 2 and 14 in Figure 3 , the use of this method resulted in a 'gap' between the points found by simulation using IS and the points found by conventional MC simulation. The existence of this gap is a present limitation of this method which is stiU under study. In systems where this gap is small, such as system 14 in Figure 3 , the gap can be bridged using cubic spline interpolation, since we expect a smooth curve in the gap region. In systems where this gap is not small, such as in system 2 in Figure 3 The R,,t obtained by using IS for Nc,,, and NC,;,+~ connections for the examples is shown in Table 4 , along with the simulation time required for NR = 100 for Nc,,, connections Table 2 : Connection traffic descriptors, switch parameters and derived simulation parameters for the examples (a.s. = arrival slots). Table 3 : Number ofg3 per set, exact value, upper bound, or estimate of the cell loss probability and confidence intervals obtained by simulation using IS for the examples (CFS = Closed Form Solution). on a DECStation 5000/25. The improvement in simulation efficiency for the examples that could be simulated ranged from 3 to 9 orders of magnitude.
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